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ACROSS 49 Hitch animal found around arctic. (4)
8 Lowest high point in sleep. (4) 50 Radiance in which a lord might be found. (4)
9 Wooden smile? (4) DOWN

10 First people to be stretched are small. (3) 1 Go deaf drinking tea cold. (9)
11 Into ploughed earth, place first of many 

enjoyable bulbs. (5)
2 Where grim nurses might come towards one's 

rear end. (9)
13 It is. (3,6) 3 About the way I say 'sir', honestly. (2,2,4,2,6)
14 Severe blow dealt by a party after rent. (7) 4 Bars where one may sit whilst in the drink. (7)
15 I tear about, following trendy idleness. (7) 5 Choose to be caught after boundaries leave 

the Oval? (5)
16 Wrong to put one in tin. (3) 6 Under your feet is a gushing drain. (5)
18 Raw curd blended with drug. (5) 7 I buy materialism – it could be due to a sense 

of proportion. (15)
19 Died of Ted's badly driven Fiesta. (10) 12 …for fear that points inward is swallowed by 

latent limits. (4)
21 Perfection comes after pen-pal. (8) 17 Begin laughing after falling in love. (3)
23 Spread of whisper about Germany. (7) 18 Weather etc. is turbulent around South 

American city. (7)
25 When a priest might take food and drink from 

his curate. (9)
20 She sheepishly does kerb drill going north. (3)

27 Good cover for physicist in water. (9) 22 Could breed contempt, arriving at Ken's 
before you. (7,2,4,3)

29 Fifth letter on can containing passion fruit. (9) 23 Reduce rubber bag to make burnt rations. 
(9,6)

30 You put on conspicuous ring when I drop it. 
(4,2,3)

24 Stay slightly elated in back yard. (5)

31 How air might go fifty-fifty between space 
men and metallic element. (7)

26 Gulls eating food additive, often on the road. 
(5)

33 Made by a lunatic for the navy. (8) 28 On horseback, begin relaxing with your true 
self in the mysterious East. (7)

35 Tiny tracks for extremely modern steam 
engines? (6,4)

32 Continental water used to make varnish. (3)

38 Grant is expecting a letter. (5) 34 Stern of reversing craft is bow. (3)
39 Vegetable used in triangulation? (3) 36 Divided old money found on dirty linoleum. 

(9)
41 Left of centre from which to address the 

people. (7)
37 Circumvent by dumping surplus on part of 

river. (9)
43 Rugs to help you put up with string between 

toes. (7)
40 A prison for singers. (7)

46 Opportunist might hustle for it in a match. (9) 42 He boils a hundred – man and woman. (4)

47 Summoned, quietly, a force instigating evil 
doings. (5)

44 Eventually finish 'Dune', chuckling softly. (3,2)

48 Bend father's springs. (3) 45 Foreign fare from dubious address. (5)


